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  RAINFOREST 
The rainforest is a home to all creatures but all creatures live in different parts of the area for example:  

Different animals live in different parts of trees for example snakes  

Live on the floor or jaguars live in the canopy/understory 



FOOD CHAINS 
Food chains are when plants are eaten by a rabbit and the rabbit is eaten by the fox 

Food chains exist because if they didn’t 

No grass would be left because there  

Would be too many herbivores and then 

They would all be extinct to easily 



REPRODUCE 
Reproducing is when an animal has its babies so when the mother/father dies the babies will grow up and reproduce 

and that lifecycle carries on and on. For example a zebra would have its babies then when that zebra dies its babies 

grow up and they have their children and that lifecycle carries on and that is how they reproduce 



BREEDING 
Breeding is when an animal shares a strong bond with his/her partner and so they can make more of their kind and 

so there is a generation going on  



OCEAN 
95.5 Percent of the world is covered in water which is a good thing because a lot of sea creatures are 

quite big so they need a lot of room to swim about, many blue whales are being hunted and killed so 

people are trying to get people to stop whaling  



PLANKTON 
Plankton is the microscopic orgasms that float around the sea  they are also food for whales and others                         

Plankton is like a little ocean bug that gets eaten by a 

Lots of fish and whales and etc.   



WHALES 
Whales are the largest creature that ever lived in the world but the biggest of them all is the blue whale its tongue 

alone weighs the same as an elephant 



       FISH 
Fish are the most common thing you will ever find in the ocean/sea fish come in every size and colour some fish are 

salt water and some are fresh water. fish eat plankton then they are eaten by bigger fish and then there are even 

more stages that I cant explain 



DESSERT 
The dessert is a very hot place  it’s the sort of place that camels or cactus's or lizards and things like to live because 

of the temperature you wouldn't find  a polar bear in the dessert 



CAMEL BUMPS 
Camel bumps are the big hills on the camels back they are like a chair if you are riding a camel they can go ages 

without water in the dessert cactus's have water in them so if you were eat a cactus you would get water out of it 



WHERE'S WATER 
You get could get your water from a cactus or some other way it’s a really hot sun in the dessert and if you walk for 

a while you will start to see mirages for example  



CAMELS 
Camels are a weird type animal because they have a hump but if you sat on it you would be taller so you could see 

from a further distance   camels can go quite a while without water  



ARCTIC 
The arctic is a cold place where polar bears live or arctic foxes it is a white place so if a fox is hunting they are 

camouflaged  so the pray doesn't see them  



PLANTS 
I don’t think there are any plants in the arctic because it is so cold there but if there is they might not be at there 

best because of the temperature but some of them look this . Approximately 1,700 species of plants live on the 

Arctic tundra, including flowering plants, dwarf shrubs, herbs, grasses, mosses, and lichens. The tundra is 

characterized by permafrost, a layer of soil and partially decomposed organic matter that is frozen year-round.  



ANIMALS 
Here are some of the animals that live in the arctic: 



POLAR BEARS 
Polar bears are are finding it hard to live because the ice is melting and polar bears are getting stuck and are having 

to swim back to shore but polar bears cant swim that far and some are drowning because of global warming 



ENDANGERED SPIECIES 
This is almost all of the endangered species 



ANIMALS 
Animals should not be extinct or endangered animals should be free to live in harmony and not killed animals only 

hurt us because they think that if 1 human treated them bad they think everyone will treat them like that in this 

power point I have shown all the animals that live but I haven't shown you how many animals should exist than do 

exist  here are the numbers  

    DO EXIST            SHOULD EXIST   

2million -50        MILLIONS,BILLIONS 

million 



PLANTS  
Plants are all around us there's flowers,trees,buches,vines and a lot more for example: 



GROWING 
In order for a plant to grow it needs sun, water and soil A plant has a stem ,roots some have petals  and some other 

things plants take a couple of weeks to grow  





THANK YOU !!!!!!!!!!!!!! 


